Action Pose

ACROSS
1. Perhaps a bit TOO curious
5. Well-developed muscle for many ballerinas
9. Mosque leaders
14. Cookie that’s shared between Baltimore Orioles?
15. "Night" author Wiesel
16. Rafael ___, Spanish tennis star
17. 62-Across, as a humble Catholic might
19. Duck
20. Ledge
21. Cool convenience store drink
23. Fasten
24. 62-Across, as a QB might in the waning moments of a game
27. Clandestine org.
28. Toilet paper thickness unit
29. Start to perspire?
30. Common knee injury site, briefly
31. Bonobos and gibbons
34. Snack wafer flavor
38. A.O.C., e.g.
39. 62-Across, as Colin Kaepernick might
41. ___ Lingus
42. Words that might accompany a gentle eye roll
44. A long story
45. "O," in brief
46. Fleck on a campfire s’more, maybe
48. Take advantage of
50. Useful type of tip (usually)
51. 62-Across, as a partner seeking a commitment might
57. German exclamation
58. Port de ___ (balletic arm movements)
59. "Pay ___ mind"
60. Lewis with a four-octave vocal range
62. "Huddle up and catch your breath, team"
66. Overcaffeinated, maybe
67. Like for-EV-er
68. Flotsam and Jetsam in "The Little Mermaid," for two
69. ___ a peek
70. "La Vie Bohème" musical
71. Kind of coffee

DOWN
1. Holiday drink, informally
2. Mine cart contents
3. In a seductive way
4. "Shall we do this thing?"
5. Like some data networks
6. The "A" in I.P.A.
7. Not prohibited
8. "Stop trying to make ___ happen!" ("Mean Girls" line)
9. Like exposed female nipples, supposedly (Still? Come on y’all)
10. Cultural Revolution leader
11. Throw in
12. Wry response to, "Whoa, how’d you do that?"
13. Like our well-groomed and lithe cat Ruby
18. Take in no money at the box office
22. [Gulp!]
24. Xerox competitor
25. Hits clue has two of meth?
26. Luau souvenir
27. Mob underboss
32. Data Jessie texts to Ross so he knows when to pick her up at BOS
33. Conversational transition
35. Trump satirist Sarah Cooper, e.g.
36. Succeed in school, essentially
37. Mythical ship
39. Resistance
40. Like one with the best clapbacks
43. Gluten-free grain bit
47. "I'm with ___"
49. "At Last" singer James
51. Frondy Ipanema trees
52. Where one might visit the biggest schools?
53. Sent from my i___
54. 2022 FIFA World Cup host
55. Grammarian's concern
56. Tatted up
61. Actress Long of "Boyz n the Hood"
63. When repeated, a newspaper puzzle
64. Manning with 2 Super Bowl rings
65. Gift that lets you know what gifts people really want